
MENORAVOUM OP MINOS TOM DQU MAORI or Till PROSIANS AXMLVED 

(a) Prepare a detailed chronology 

(b) Prepare a working index of the evidentiary material. 

(c) secure from the FBI and consider the underlying documents and 
reports 'plated to the rifle and shells. Sines Nr. Sall and 
Kr. Bolin are also wowing this aspect, w shall week with 
thee. 

(d) Consider the survey of the scene made by the Seers! Serviee. 
and arrange for additional survey*, including probably a esetemr 
m2p of the area 

(e) Consider the various reports on the reoonstruotions made by 
both the FBI and the Secret Berries. 

(f) Further viewing and analysis of the moving pletures of the 
actual happening and of the reconstructions. 

(g) There would seem to be a eonsiderible amount of contusion as 
to the actual path of the bullets which hit President Kennedy, 
particularly the one which entered the right side of his back. 

(h) It will be necessary to examine the windshield and try to 
determine whether the shots did -_ 4sNoSsi  to the windshield. 

(1) Consideration should be gives to taking the morn testisomy 
of the bystander witnesses. 

(j) Consideration should also be given to obtaining statements from 
Mrs. Kennedy, Governor and Mrs. Connally, Senator Yarborough, and President and Mrs. Johnson. A decision should be made by the Commission as to whether these individuals should be requested to give testimony, under oath. 

(k) The Secret Servioe agents involved have ell made statements of which we have copies. Consideration should be given to having 
each of these agents make such statements under oath. 

(1) we are considering examining the scene of the shooting ourselves. It it is determined that statements should be taken from Severna, Connally, perhaps this could be done at the same time. 

(m) Consideration should be given to obtaining the *mere to determine it the speed of the vehicles can be ascertained and the timing between shots tree a review of the tilt. 
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